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Abstract
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods and computer simulations usually use long sequences of random
numbers generated by deterministic rules, so-called pseudorandom number generators. Their e$ciency depends
on the convergence rate to the stationary distribution and the quality of random numbers used for simulations.
Various methods have been employed to measure the convergence rate to the stationary distribution, but the
e2ect of random numbers has not been much discussed. We present how to test the e$ciency of pseudorandom
number generators using random walks.
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1. Introduction
Many aspects of random walks have been studied: asymptotic behaviors of transition probabilities
and convergence to harmonic functions [2], cuto2 phenomenon [8], relation to combinatorial struc-
tures and electric networks [3,12,33], molecular recognition in polymer physics and biology [26], and
the design of o2 or on-line randomized algorithms [6,29,34]. One would simulate random objects
using random walks and predict the structural properties, when it is di$cult to apply any determin-
istic method to analyze combinatorial structures: it is called Markov chain Monte Carlo methods
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[2,21,22]. The e$ciency of Monte Carlo methods depends on the convergence rate to the stationary
distribution, so-called the mixing time, and random numbers used for computer simulations.
Various techniques are developed to obtain upper bounds of mixing times, using spectral properties
and group representations [7,11], comparison techniques [9], canonical paths [21,22] and couplings
[2,4]. They are successfully applied for random generations and countings in statistical physics and
combinatorics, such as shuIings [1,17], approximate volume estimation for convex bodies [14],
colorings [35] and tilings [20,28]. Moreover there have been new approaches for perfect sampling
algorithms, which generate random samples distributed exactly according to the stationary distribu-
tion, such as Propp-Wilson’s coupling from the past [32,36] and Fill’s perfect rejection sampling
algorithm [15,16].
Random numbers employed in computer simulations, cryptography, computer generated graphics
and music, and other probabilistic algorithms are usually generated by deterministic rules, called
pseudorandom number generators [18,27,30]. Carefully selected pseudorandom number generators
improve the performance of algorithms in many applications. What are good pseudorandom num-
ber generators? Pseudorandom number generators should generate random numbers quickly and the
generated random numbers should behave as if they were produced by a real random process. But
random sequences generated by pseudorandom number generators may have inevitable correlations
and they can lead to wrong results in simulations and other applications. Thus it is required that
e$cient pseudorandom number generators should pass as many statistical tests as possible.
In this paper we present random walk algorithms to test the e$ciency of pseudorandom number
generators. Our random walk algorithms use nearest neighbor walks on Lnite abelian groups such
as Zn2 =Z2× · · · ×Z2 and Zm×Zn. A walker starts from a point x˜ in the group and moves the step
to one of neighbors in a randomly chosen direction. We consider the probability distributions of the
Lrst hitting time (or the Lrst passage time) from x˜ to 0˜, which is the minimum number of steps
taken to reach 0˜ starting from x˜ [19,24,25]: it is called the Lrst return time when x˜ = 0˜. We derive
the probability generating functions by adapting the arguments of Diaconis [7] based on discrete
Fourier analysis so that we can e$ciently compute the theoretical values of expectations, variations
and even higher moments, using Taylor series expansions [13].
To empirically test the quality of a pseudorandom number generator we propose to use a random
sequence {Xj}∞j=0 in ZM generated by a pseudorandom number generator to determine the walker’s
movements in computer experiments. In the algorithms on Zn2 the number of possible movements is
n or n+1 since each point of Zn2 has n neighbors, and in the algorithms on Zm×Zn the number of
possible movements is four or Lve: the additional possibility of movement arises from the possibility
of staying at the current position. If we need k di2erent movements, then we divide [0; 1] into k
subintervals Ii = [ i−1k ;
i
k ); 16 i6 k and move the step according to which subinterval Xj=M falls
into. If the selected pseudorandom number generator is of high quality, then the walker’s movements
would be su$ciently random. This makes every statistical values of computer experiments close to
theoretical values of expectations and variations computed by the probability generating functions.
In Section 2 we present preliminaries on random walks on Lnite abelian groups, group represen-
tations and its application to the probability generating functions of the Lrst return time and the Lrst
hitting time. In Section 3 and Section 4 we propose random walk algorithms on Zn2 and Zm × Zn.
In Section 5 and Section 6 we introduce typical pseudorandom number generators and explain the
methods of testing pseudorandom number generators using random walk algorithms. In Section 7
we present some results of implementation.
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2. Random walks on nite abelian groups
Let G be a Lnite abelian group. A character  of G is a map  :G → C such that (x) is of
modulus 1 and (x + y) = (x)(y) for every x; y∈G. It follows that (0) = 1 for the additive
identity 0 and (−x) = (x)−1 = (x). Thus  is a group homomorphism from G into the circle
group |z|= 1. We denote by Ĝ the set of all characters of G which is called the dual group of G.
For example, the dual group Ẑn consists of characters of the form
k(x) = exp
(
2ikx
n
)
for x; k ∈Zn. Characters of a product group G1 × G2 are products of two characters of G1 and G2,
that is, ∈ [G1 × G2 if and only if (g1; g2) = 1(g1)2(g2) for 1 ∈ Ĝ1; 2 ∈ Ĝ2; g1 ∈G1; g2 ∈G2. For
example, the dual group [Zm × Zn consists of characters of the form
k˜ (˜x) = exp
(
2ik1x1
m
+
2ik2x2
n
)
for each k˜=(k1; k2); x˜=(x1; x2)∈G. For a function f deLned on G, its Fourier transform fˆ : Ĝ → C
is deLned by
fˆ() =
∑
x∈G
f(x)(x)
and the Fourier inversion formula is given by
f(x) =
1
|G|
∑
x∈Ĝ
fˆ()(−x)
where |G| is the number of elements in G.
Let  be a probability distribution on a Lnite abelian group G. The set supp ={x∈G | (x)¿ 0}
is called the support of . Suppose supp  generates G, that is, any element in G is a sum of some
elements in supp . DeLne the convolution  ∗  by
( ∗ )(x) =
∑
y∈G
(x − y)(y); x∈G:
Note that ( ∗ )(x) is the probability that a random walker arrives at x in two steps when he starts
from the identity. Similarly ∗k(x) is the probability that a random walker arrives at x in k steps
when he starts from the identity.
Random walks on G are Markov chains with the state space G, whose transition probability from
a state x to a state y is given by Pr(x; y) = (y − x) for x; y∈G. The Markov chain related to the
random walk on (G; ) is ergodic when the support of  generates G. Kac’s Lemma [23] implies
that the average of the Lrst return time to the starting point equals the number of elements in G.
We follow the arguments in [7] to derive the formula for the generating function of Lrst hitting
times. Suppose there is an element s of G, called a sink: if a walker arrives at s, that is, he hits the
sink s for the Lrst time, then he is permanently stuck there. We consider the random walk starting
from a Lxed position x(= s)∈G. Let ak(t) be the probability of arriving at t ∈G in k steps. If
t = s, then ak(t) is the chance of a walker’s arriving at t in k steps without having hit the sink
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s. If t = s then it is the chance of Lrst hitting the sink at time k. Let bk(t) be the probability of
arriving at t in k steps under the unrestricted random walk with no sink; hence bk(t) = ∗k(t − x).
Let A(t; z); B(t; z) be generating functions given by
A(t; z) =
∞∑
k=0
ak(t)zk and B(t; z) =
∞∑
k=0
bk(t)zk :
The following is a special case of the result in [7].
Fact 1: (i) For t = s,
B(t; z) = A(t; z) + A(s; z)B(t − s+ x; z)
and for t = s,
B(t; z) = A(t; z)B(x; z):
(ii) For t ∈G,
B(t; z) =
1
|G|
 1
1− z +
∑
 =1
(x − t)[1− ˆ()z]−1
 :
Throughout the paper we denote by T the Lrst hitting time or the Lrst return time and let
A(z) =
∞∑
k=0
Pr(T = k)zk :
Note that A′(1) =
∑∞
k=1 k Pr(T = k) = E(T ) and A′′(1) =
∑∞
k=2 k(k − 1)Pr(T = k) = E(T 2) − E(T )
and thus the expectation and variation of T are given by
E(T ) = A′(1)
and
2(T ) = A′′(1) + A′(1)− A′(1)2:
Proposition 1. The probability generating function of the 8rst hitting time T from x to the identity
0 is given by
A(z) =
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 (x)[1− ˆ()z]−1
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 [1− ˆ()z]−1 : (1)
Proof. Since t = s= 0, Fact 1 implies A(z) = A(0; z) and B(0; z) = A(0; z)B(x; z) where
B(0; z) =
1
|G|
 1
1− z +
∑
 =1
(x)[1− ˆ()z]−1

B(x; z) =
1
|G|
 1
1− z +
∑
 =1
[1− ˆ()z]−1
 :
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Proposition 2. The probability generating function of the 8rst return time T to the identity 0 is
given by
A(z) =
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 ˆ()[1− ˆ()z]−1
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 [1− ˆ()z]−1 z (2)
when the walker does not stay at the current position and
A(z) = (0)z +
(1− (0)) + (1− z)∑ =1 (ˆ()− (0))[1− ˆ()z]−1
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 [1− ˆ()z]−1 z (3)
when the walker may stay at the current position.
Proof. First we assume that the walker does not stay at the current position, i.e., (0) = 0. The
walker moves his Lrst step to each x∈G with (x)¿ 0. Let T0; x be the Lrst hitting time from 0 to
x and Tx;0 the Lrst hitting time from x to 0. Then for each x∈G with (x)¿ 0, T0; x+Tx;0 =1+Tx;0
since T0; x = 1. Thus
Pr(T = k) =
∑
(x)¿0
(x)Pr(T0; x + Tx;0 = k) =
∑
(x)¿0
(x)Pr(Tx;0 = k − 1)
and
A(z) =
∞∑
k=0
∑
(x)¿0
(x)Pr(Tx;0 = k − 1)zk =
∑
(x)¿0
(x)
∞∑
k=0
Pr(Tx;0 = k)zk+1:
Fact 1 implies B(0; z) = A(0; z)B(x; z) where A(0; z) =
∑∞
k=0 Pr(Tx;0 = k)z
k ,
|G| · B(0; z) = 1
1− z +
∑
 =1
(x)[1− ˆ()z]−1
and
|G| · B(x; z) = 1
1− z +
∑
 =1
[1− ˆ()z]−1:
Hence we obtain
A(z) =
∑
(x)¿0
(x)
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 (x)[1− ˆ()z]−1
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 [1− ˆ()z]−1 z
=
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 ˆ()[1− ˆ()z]−1
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 [1− ˆ()z]−1 z:
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For the case (0)¿ 0 we have
A(z) = (0)z +
(1− (0)) + (1− z)∑ =1 (ˆ()− (0))[1− ˆ()z]−1
1 + (1− z)∑ =1 [1− ˆ()z]−1 z:
3. Random walk algorithms on Zn2
In this section we introduce several versions of nearest neighbor walks on the hypercube. Let Z2
be the additive group {0; 1} and G the product group Zn2. The dual group Ĝ consists of characters
of the form
k˜ (˜x) = (−1)k˜ ·˜x for k˜ ; x˜∈G
where k˜ · x˜ =∑ni=1 kixi.
In Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 we consider a random walk starting from x˜ and moving to one of n
neighbors with equal probability 1n . The probability distribution  on G is given by (˜ei) = 1=n for
16 i6 n. Then ˆ(k˜) = 1− (2j)=n; k˜ ∈ Ĝ where j is the number of 1’s in k˜.
Algorithm 3.1. Let T be the 8rst return time to 0˜. A walker starts from 0˜ and moves to one of
n neighbors with equal probability 1n .
Formula (2) implies that A(z) = zf(z)=g(z) where
f(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)(
1− 2j
n
)[
1−
(
1− 2j
n
)
z
]−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)[
1−
(
1− 2j
n
)
z
]−1
:
Algorithm 3.2. Let T be the 8rst hitting time from 1˜ = (1; : : : ; 1) to 0˜. A walker starts from 1˜ and
moves to one of n neighbors with equal probability 1n .
Formula (1) implies that A(z) = f(z)=g(z) where
f(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)
(−1) j
[
1−
(
1− 2j
n
)
z
]−1
;
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)[
1−
(
1− 2j
n
)
z
]−1
:
In Algorithms 3.3 and 3.4 we consider a random walk starting from x˜ and staying at the current
position or moving to one of n neighbors with equal probability. The probability distribution  is
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given by (˜0)=(˜ei)= 1n+1 , 16 i6 n. Then ˆ(k˜)=1− (2j)=(n+1), k˜ ∈ Ĝ where j is the number
of 1’s in k˜.
Algorithm 3.3. Let T be the 8rst return time to 0˜. A walker starts from 0˜ and stays at the current
position or moves to one of n neighbors with equal probability 1n+1 .
Formula (3) implies A(z) = z=(n+ 1) + zf(z)=g(z) where
f(z) =
n
n+ 1
+ (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)(
1− 2j + 1
n+ 1
)[
1−
(
1− 2j
n+ 1
)
z
]−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)[
1−
(
1− 2j
n+ 1
)
z
]−1
:
Algorithm 3.4. Let T be the 8rst hitting time from 1˜ = (1; : : : ; 1) to 0˜. A walker starts from 1˜ and
stays at the current position or moves to one of n neighbors with equal probability 1n+1 .
Formula (1) implies A(z) = f(z)=g(z) where
f(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)
(−1) j
[
1−
(
1− 2j
n+ 1
)
z
]−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
n∑
j=1
(
n
j
)[
1−
(
1− 2j
n+ 1
)
z
]−1
:
4. Random walk algorithms on Zm × Zn
In this section we consider versions of nearest neighbor walks on the discrete torus. Let Zn be
the additive group {0; 1; : : : ; n − 1} and G the product group Zm × Zn. The characters of G are of
the form
k˜ (˜x) = exp
(
2ik1x1
m
+
2ik2x2
n
)
for each k˜ = (k1; k2); x˜ = (x1; x2)∈G. For the notational convenience, deLne
Ck1 ; k2 =
1
2
cos
(
2k1
m
)
+
1
2
cos
(
2k2
n
)
:
In Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 we consider a random walk starting from x˜ and moving to one of four
neighbors with equal probability. The probability distribution  is given by (1; 0) = (−1; 0) =
(0; 1) = (0;−1) = 14 . Then ˆ(k˜) =
∑
x˜∈G (˜x)k˜ (˜x) = Ck1 ; k2 for k˜ = (k1; k2).
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Algorithm 4.1. Let T be the 8rst return time to 0˜. A walker starts from 0˜ and moves right, left,
up or down from a current position with equal probability.
Formula (2) implies A(z) = zf(z)=g(z) where
f(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
Ck1 ; k2(1− Ck1 ; k2z)−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
(1− Ck1 ; k2z)−1:
Algorithm 4.2. Let T be the 8rst hitting time from x˜ (= 0˜) to 0˜. A walker starts from x˜ and
moves right, left, up or down from a current position with equal probability.
Formula (1) implies A(z) = f(z)=g(z) where
f(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
cos
(
2k1x1
m
+
2k2x2
n
)
(1− Ck1 ; k2z)−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
(1− Ck1 ; k2z)−1:
In Algorithms 4.3 and 4.4 we consider a random walk starting from x˜ and staying at the current
position or moving to one of four neighbors with equal probability. The probability distribution  is
given by (0; 0)=(1; 0)=(−1; 0)=(0; 1)=(0;−1)= 15 . Then ˆ(k˜)= 15 + 45 Ck1 ; k2 ; k˜=(k1; k2).
Algorithm 4.3. Let T be the 8rst return time to 0˜. A walker starts from 0˜ and stays at the current
position or moves right, left, up or down.
Formula (3) implies A(z) = 15 z + zf(z)=g(z) where
f(z) =
4
5
+ (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
4Ck1 ; k2 [5− z − 4Ck1 ; k2z]−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
5[5− z − 4Ck1 ; k2z]−1:
Algorithm 4.4. Let T be the 8rst hitting time from x˜ (= 0˜) to 0˜. A walker starts from x˜ and stays
at the current position or moves right, left, up, or down.
Formula (1) implies A(z) = f(z)=g(z) where
f(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
5 cos
(
2k1x1
m
+
2k2x2
n
)
[5− z − 4Ck1 ; k2z]−1
g(z) = 1 + (1− z)
∑
k˜ =0˜
5[5− z − 4Ck1 ; k2z]−1:
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5. Pseudorandom number generators
In this section we present typical pseudorandom number generators. Most of the currently used
pseudorandom number generators are based on Linear Congruential Generators, Inversive Congru-
ential Generators, and Lagged Fibonacci Generators [18,27].
Linear Congruential Generators introduced by D.H. Lehmer in 1949 output a sequence of random
numbers {Xj}∞j=0 according to the rule
Xj+1 = aXj + b (modM);
which is denoted by LCG(M; a; b). They have a lattice structure and the quality of random numbers
generated by LCG depends very much on the choices of M; a; b and the seed X0. The period of
LCG(M; a; b) is at most M and the modulus M inQuences the speed of generation.
Note that LCG(M; a; b) can be viewed as a simple random walk on (ZM ; ) for a probability
measure  with (1) = (−1) = 12 if we Lx a = 1 and choose b at random from ±1 with equal
probability 12 . To increase randomness, several di2erent generators are combined or shuIed. Chung,
Diaconis and Graham [5] and Diaconis and Salo2-Coste [10] investigated the properties of the
process
Xj+1 = ajXj + bj (mod n);
where n is odd and aj; bj are independent random variables and they might be the output of another
pseudorandom number generator or be the output of a truly random source produced by electrical
noise or radioactive decay.
In the early sixties, IBM made a pseudorandom number generator, called Randu. It is an LCG(231;
65539; 0) and is known as a bad generator. ANSI C and Microsoft C libraries use LCG(231;
1103515245; 12345) and LCG(231; 214013; 2531011), respectively: but they are not good enough
to be used in high precision simulations. Ran0, Ran1, Ran2 and Ran3 were introduced in [31]. Ran0
is an LCG(231−1; 16807; 0) invented by Park and Miller and regarded as a minimal standard gener-
ator. Ran1 is a combination of Ran0 and Bay-Durham shuIe. Ran2 is P. L’Ecuyer’s algorithm with
shuIe, which is a combination of LCG(2147483563; 40014; 0) and LCG(2147483399; 40692; 0): it
is known to be a very good pseudorandom number generator.
Inversive Congruential Generators invented by Erchenauer and Lehn in 1986 are algorithms of
the form
Xj+1 = aX−1j + b (modM);
where M is prime, X−1 is an inverse element of X in ZM and 0−1 = 0. They are free of the lattice
structure.
The Fibonacci Sequence 1; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 13; 21; 34; 55; : : :, is deLned by the rule Xj+2=Xj+Xj+1; j¿ 0.
Lagged Fibonacci Generators are algorithms of the form
Xk = Xk−j ± Xk−i (mod 2l); k¿ j¿ i;
where l is a positive integer and X0; : : : ; Xj−1 are arbitrary integers, which are not all even; choose
two constants i and j so that 2l−1(2 j−1) is the period of sequence Xj. Lagged Fibonacci Generators
output random numbers very fast because it does not have the multiplication operation.
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6. Test methods
In this section we explain how to test pseudorandom number generators using the random walk
algorithms suggested in Sections 3 and 4. We consider random variable T which is either the Lrst
return time to 0˜ or the Lrst hitting time from x˜ (= 0˜) to 0˜.
We determine the movements of the random walker using a random sequence {Xj}∞j=0 in ZM
generated by a pseudorandom number generator. For the random walk on Zn2, the number of possible
movements is n or n+1 since each element of Zn2 has n neighbors. The possibility of n+1 movements
is due to the possibility of staying at the current position. Let a˜=(a1; a2; : : : ; an) be a current position.
For 16 i6 n let e˜ i = (0; : : : ; 1; : : : ; 0) be the binary vector whose components are all zero except
that its ith component is equal to 1 and let e˜ n+1 = 0˜ for notational convenience. When we have k
(equal to n or n+1) possible movements, we divide [0,1] into k subintervals Ii=[ i−1k ;
i
k ); 16 i6 k,
and check which subinterval the real number Xj=M falls into: if Xj=M ∈ Ii, then the next movement
is a˜+ e˜ i. For the random walk on Zm × Zn, the number of possible movements is four or Lve. Let
a˜=(a1; a2) be a current position. When we have k (equal to 4 or 5) possible movements, we divide
[0,1] into k subintervals Ii = [ i−1k ;
i
k ); 16 i6 k, and check where Xj=M falls into: if Xj=M ∈ Ii,
then a walker moves from a˜ to a˜+ r˜i where r˜1 = (1; 0); r˜2 = (0; 1); r˜3 = (−1; 0); r˜4 = (0;−1) and
r˜5 = (0; 0). We continue this procedure until the walker arrives at the Lnal point 0˜ and measure
the required number of steps, which correspond to the Lrst return time or the Lrst hitting time. We
repeat this N times.
Good pseudorandom number generators make the movements fairly random and the random vari-
able Z = R−E(T )
(T )=
√
N
approximates the standard normal distribution for su$ciently large sample size N ,
where R is a sample mean. In the tests we expect |Z |¡ 1:96 with probability 0.95 and |Z |¡ 2:58
with probability 0.99.
7. Experimental results and conclusion
We test Randu, namely, a Linear Congruential Generator of the form
Xj+1 = 65539Xj (mod 231)
and Lagged Fibonacci Generators of the forms
LFG1 : Xj = Xj−55 − Xj−24 (mod 230)
LFG2 : Xj = Xj−127 − Xj−30 (mod 230)
LFG3 : Xj = Xj−100 − Xj−37 (mod 230)
using random walk algorithms on Zn2, 86 n6 17, Z50×100 and Z100×100. When we study the Lrst
return time, we Lx the starting point 0˜. When we study the Lrst hitting time, we Lx the Lnal point
0˜ and take the starting point 1˜ for Zn2; (25; 50) for Z50×100; (50; 50) for Z100×100.
The probability generating functions A(z)=
∑∞
k=0 Pr(T = k)z
k of the Lrst hitting time (or the Lrst
return time) T , derived in Sections 3 and 4, provide the theoretical values of expectation E(T ) and
variation 2(T ) by E(T ) = A′(1) and 2(T ) = A′′(1) + A′(1)− A′(1)2. They are presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. (a) Mean of the Lrst return time/hitting time of Algorithms 3.1–3.4; (b) variance of algorithms 3.1–3.4; (c) mean
of algorithms 4.1–4.4; (d) variance of algorithms 4.1–4.4.
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Fig. 2. |Z | values of (e) Randu, (f) LFG1, (g) LFG2 and (h) LFG3 using Algorithms 3.1–3.4.
Fig. 2 and Table 1 present the |Z | =
∣∣∣ R−E(T )
(T )=
√
N
∣∣∣ values of experiments for Randu, LFG1, LFG2 and
LFG3 when we take N = 105: our implementation result says that Randu fails the test, but LFG1,
LFG2 and LFG3 succeed it, which implies that Randu is a bad generator, but LFG1, LFG2 and
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Table 1
|Z | values of Randu, LFG1, LFG2 and LFG3 using Algorithms 4.1–4.4
Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm 4.3 Algorithm 4.4
Z50 × Z100
Randu 0.88 92.53 1.03 111.84
LFG1 0.15 1.07 0.06 0.35
LFG2 0.54 0.98 1.48 1.23
LFG3 0.65 0.94 0.19 0.73
Z100 × Z100
Randu 1.18 106.44 0.50 107.06
LFG1 0.64 0.99 1.19 0.31
LFG2 0.17 0.55 0.42 0.39
LFG3 0.42 1.27 0.30 0.02
LFG3 are good generators. Moreover it indicates that the suggested random walk algorithms are
useful to test the e$ciency of other pseudorandom number generators.
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